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We capture earth images at multiple scales and in multiple dimensions
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Increasing Number of Spectral bands for Mapping 
Applications 
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Increasing Spatial Resolution for Monitoring Areas Global Collection Capacity and Frequent Refresh for Monitoring Changing 
Planet
Large Scale Computing and Global Infra-Structure Allows Making Maps in Days
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making industry and 
greater accuracy drives 
growth
Increasing Positional  Accuracy
Increasing Information Accuracy
Reliance on imagery
at an all-time high and 
customer priority 
becomes speed and 
relevancy
Near Real Time Tasking/Download
Maps at global scale in hours/days
Crowd Sourcing






solving uses emerging 
and priority becomes 
measuring on surface and 
below water
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Leveraging Satellite 
Imagery To Help 
Smallholder Farmers
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Mapping Deforestation 
and Illegal Forest Fires
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Helping address Refugee 
Crisis
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Leveraging Imagery to 
curb Modern Slavery
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